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REPORT ON MEGA EXPO VISIT TO GLOBAL ZALAWAD, Organized During 27, 28, 29 

December 2019 at Surendranagar, Gujarat 

An International Level Mega EXPO was conducted jointly by Ministry of MSME 

,Government of India and Zalawad Federation of Trade & Industries . It was held for three 

days on December i.e 27, 28, 29 2019. 

Students of KBSSC (BCA & BSc IT  2
nd

 , 4
th

  , 6
th

  semester ) visited the Mega Expo on 27
th

 

December with  Faculty members Ms. Kalpa R.Vora, Ms Niyati H Dave, Ms Bansari H 

Kotecha and Mr. Vinit. G. Siddhpura. 

It was the first international mega exhibition in the Surendranagar district for the purpose of 

development of business and industries in Surendrngar  city. Chief minister of Gujarat  Shri 

Vijaybhai Rupani attend the opening ceremony and the opening of this mega expo was done 

by him. This exhibition was open for guests, visitors, exhibitors, sponsors and delegates and 

all other citizens. The exhibitors also provide an opportunity for  startup ideas for 

entrepreneurship. 

At  start there was  an   incredible Art Gallery of Zalawad, more than 110 pictures was there 

demonstrating  History, Culture, Life style, Places like Nal Sarovar , Little Rann of Kutch , 

etc of Zalawad. 

There were many companies from private sectors and government as well including  ISRO, 

ONGC , they were describing about their inventions as well demonstration in small props  

such as satellites or giving information about current technology and new mission like 

“CHANDRAYAN-2” and “MANGAL MISSION”. There also some government policy 

exhibitors they were giving information about such government policy they were describing 

about rural and urban business regarding policy. 

The whole exhibition was divided into various sections like Presentation Section, Art Gallery. 

There were separates section for solar energies, farming describing about farmer’s work and 

germicides, chemical, beautician, medical and food courts etc. Solar energies exhibitors were 

describing about solar panels, solar heaters, solar lights, solar battery etc. 

 The masters of CADD also came there  as the exhibitors and were giving such knowledge of 

such as mechanical CADD, electrical CADD, civil CADD, architecture CADD and were also 

giving ideas about business planes. There were also IOCL exhibitors in exhibition they were 

describing about refining oil and transportation of oil. 

 The hand crafters were also there they were describing their hand made hand crafts and they 

made them for sale. The hand craft like mud utensils such as a mud jag, mud pots, mud jar 

and statues etc. Ther was many events  which was organized by them for entertaining 

purpose. The musical night performed by Padma shree  Pankaj Udas  and he won the heart of 

visitors by his heart touching voice and his classical songs. 



             This event was delightful and enjoyable for the KBSSC students .  It  was an 

unforgettable exhibition.    

                       

         

       

 



 

 

 



 

 


